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Lead: Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel is courting foreign steel companies as it new owner works on a 
restructuring plan that will include several layoffs at different plants. The restructuring plan is the result of 
a merger shareholders approved in November with a Chicago company called Esmark. The final draft of 
that plan depends on whether other companies partner with Esmark. Keri Brown reports. 
 
Brown: Esmark won’t identify which companies have been touring the Wheeling Pitt plant the past few 
weeks. John Waugh, the head of a United Steelworkers Union local, is among those wondering what’s 
going on. 
 
Waugh: No they haven’t said anything, nothing’s changed. It’s business as usual; I mean it’s not great 
but it’s business as usual. 
 
Brown: All Waugh says he knows is that one of the companies is based in Russia. So what’s all this 
mean? Company spokesman Bill Keegan won’t really say, but says it doesn’t mean that Wheeling Pitt is 
for sale. 
 
Keegan: These are steel producers, they are engaged in many of the same activities in steel production 
and finishing and distribution. Many of them are foreign entities but also US based firms who see the 
unlocked value that exists and looking to Esmark to find any feasible ways see if there is any that they 
can align forces conduct business together whether in a joint venture or in some strategic alliance. 
 
Brown: In the last year, Wheeling Pitt has lost nearly $160M. Union officials have told their members they 
expect cuts at Wheeling Pitt’s plant across the river in Martins Ferry Ohio and in Allenport PA. John 
Waugh, the head of the union local that represents Wheeling Pitt plants in Martins Ferry and Beech 
Bottom, West Virginia, says he has mixed feelings about partnerships with other companies. 
 
Waugh: They have had joint ventures with other companies, countries like Nissan and Ohio Coatings and 
that has been great. I know that the steel market is changing dramatically and so a lot of people are 
concerned about their jobs and saving Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel. 
 
Brown: Meanwhile, Esmark plans to place a second bid for a steel plant in Sparrows Point MD. The 
company has had problems securing financing for the facility. Keegan says the MD plant would send 
steel slabs to Wheeling Pitt for more production and could help reduce the number of jobs cuts. He says 
discussions and visits by other companies will continue in the coming weeks.  
 
For West Virginia Public Broadcasting, I’m Keri Brown in Bethany. 
 
 
 
 
 


